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Abstract In modern software development, paradigms like componentbased software engineering (CBSE) and service-oriented architectures
(SOA) emphasize the construction of large software systems out of existing components or services. Therein, a service is a self-contained piece of
software, which adheres to a specified interface. In a model-based software design, this interface constitutes our sole knowledge of the service at
design time, while service implementations are not available. Therefore,
correctness checks or detection of potential errors in service compositions
has to be carried out without the possibility of executing services. This
challenges the usage of standard software error localization techniques
for service compositions. In this paper, we review state-of-the-art approaches for error localization of software and discuss their applicability
to service compositions.

1

Introduction

Debugging, i.e., the detection, localization and correction of software errors, is
one of the most time-intensive tasks in software development. Within this process, error localization is considered the most expensive task [43]. In order to
support developers in debugging, a lot of research eﬀort has been spent on the
deployment of automated error localization methods. Today, existing error localization methods for software are numerous. They can broadly be separated
into two categories.
1.) Approaches based on the inspection of test cases. In this category, we find error localization methods like delta debugging introduced by Zeller [49,51,50,17]
or the approaches underlying the tools Tarantula [27], Pinpoint [14] or AMPLE [19].
2.) Approaches based on the computation of dependence information between
program statements. Herein, we locate all techniques based on static program
slicing as originally introduced by Weiser [46] as well as dynamic slicing.
When it comes to a model-driven design approach of service composition (or
to model-driven software development in general), the situation is diﬀerent. On
⋆
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the one hand, a model typically abstracts from details of the final software, thus
facilitating the construction of automatic methods and tools for error detection
(like being done in numerous settings, for functional as well as QoS requirements,
e.g. [12,21,42,39]). On the other hand, the localization of errors, once correctness
checks have reported it, lacks automated methods and tool support. So far, to
the best of our knowledge, automated, tool-based approaches for localizing faults
in models of service compositions do not exist, at least when it comes to functional correctness, i.e., the adherence of the model to functional requirements.
With respect to performance analysis of systems, feasible approaches to localize
components that negatively impact the overall performance of the system, have
been devised in the area of performance blame analysis [18,13].
Unfortunately, this lack in tool support cannot easily be amended by applying the abundant existing approaches for standard software development to
the service composition approach. The reason is rooted in fact that almost all
existing approaches in the standard software setting rely more or less on the
availability of execution traces, both faulty and correct, or even the possibility
to execute the programs under consideration at will. While this requirement is
entirely unproblematic in the software setting, for service composition it is a veritable obstacle, as services, which are oﬀered by external providers and possibly
charged for their use, may not be available for execution during design time and
fault analysis.
Contribution. In this paper, we survey existing error localization techniques for
software, analyze their applicability to models of service compositions and propose suitable adaptions. Our focus is on functional correctness, more specifically,
the adherence of the service composition to specified pre- and postconditions.
We assume that services are solely specified in terms of their pre- and postconditions (more precisely, their interface specification) and that no other information
is available about services. In particular, no implementation is given and thus,
they cannot be arbitrarily executed. In this setting, error localization can be
rephrased as the task of locating the precise service call, which is responsible for
the service composition to invalidate the postcondition when started in a state
satisfying the precondition.
In comparison to existing surveys, such as [47] and [3], which focus on methods of the first category, we also investigate methods of the second category and
thus, include novel methods for error localization, especially formula-based approaches such as [28,29], [30] and [32]. In contrast to [47] and [3], we do not only
review existing methods but also examine their applicability to service compositions.
Organization of the Paper. We introduce basic terminology (services and service
compositions) in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the most important error
localization methods for software and discuss their usability for service compositions in the context of model-based software design. We conclude the paper
with a conclusion and future work in Section 4.

2

Services and Service Compositions

Services, i.e. self-contained software components, which can be used platform
independent, are at the core of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA). In this
section, we introduce service descriptions, which constitute all information about
a service, and service composition as depicted in Figure 1. We denote service composition in a textual representation inspired by service eﬀect specifications (SEFFs) of [11] (making some of the notations closer to programming
languages), while we still use standard concepts of workflow modelling like sequential composition, decisions and repetition. Possible alternative representations for service compositions include graphical or structural notations for workflow modelling like WS-BPEL [40]. The following definition specifies our textual
representation of services formally.
Definition 1. Let Serv be a set of given services, Types be a set of types and
Var be a set of variables. The set of all service compositions SC is given by the
following grammar in Backus-Naur-form:
SC ∋ φ, ψ ::= Skip | φ; ψ | if B then φ else ψ | while B do φ | T x = S(x1 , . . . , xn )
| foreach x in Set do φ,
where x, x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Var , S ∈ Serv, T ∈ Types and Set is a set. B is a predicate
in propositional logic with the logical constants true, false and service calls S as
atomic formulas.
Please note that we use assignemts in Figure 1, which are not service calls,
for example, in Line 1, Line 3 and Line 8. We consider these assignment as very
basic service calls usually not oﬀered by an external provider but by the service
specification language. Thus, we do not write them down as service call.
The service composition GVRes
1 L o c a t i o n L:= i n p u t ( ) ;
in Figure 1 contains the ser2 Set<R e s t a u r a n t > A:=
vice restaurantIn that retrieves all
restaurantsIn (L) ;
restaurants near a given location,
3 Set<R e s t a u r a n t > B:= emptyset ;
the service isVegan, that tests
4 f o r e a c h z i n A do
whether a given restaurant oﬀers
5
i f i s V e g a n ( z ) then
vegan food, the service validate
6
R a t i n g y := v a l i d a t e ( z ) ;
7
i f ! ( i s G o o d R a t i n g ( y ) ) then that provides the rating of a
restaurant, and finally, the service
8
B:=B union { z } ;
9
else
isGoodRating, which specifies when
10
Skip
a rating is considered a good rating.
11
else
The purpose of the service com12
Skip
position GVRes is to compute the
13 r e t u r n B ;
set B of all vegan restaurants with
a good rating near a specific locaFigure 1. The Service Composition GVRes
tion L provided by the user. However, it is faulty. While the purpose of the foreach-loop is to filter all the restaurants with a good rating, the negation in the second if-statement (Line 7) causes

only bad restaurants to be in the set B. At the best, fault localization would
precisely indicate the condition of the if-statement !(IsGoodRating(y)) as
the location of the error.
The semantics of single services is cruel to the correctness of a service composition. We specify the semantics using service dscriptions, which include input
and output variables as well as pre- and postconditions (or eﬀects, all together
typically called IOPE, like in WSDL1 ).
Definition 2. A service description SD is a tuple SD = (I, O, Pre, Post) such
that
– I and O are disjoint sets of input and output variables,
– Pre and Post are first-order logic formulas, which describe the precondition
and the eﬀect (postcondition) of the service, respectively.
All free variables (i.e. all variables not bound by a quantifier) in Pre are elements
of I and all free variables in Post are elements of I ∪ O.
The service validate has the input variable z of type Restaurant and the output
variable y of type Rating. Its postcondition guarantees that the returned rating is
indeed a rating for the given restaurant if the input is indeed a vegan restaurant.
Service compositions are also specified using service description, e.g. the service composition GVRes has the input variable L of type Location, the output
variable B of type Set<Restaurant>, the pre- and postcondition
PreGVRes = true
PostGVRes = ∀b ∈ B : isVegan(b) ∧ isGoodRating(validate(b)).
In the following, we say that a service composition is functionally correct with
respect to a precondition Pre and a postcondition Post, if we can prove that for
each input to a service composition, which satisfies the precondition, the output
satisfies the postcondition. We say, that a service composition contains an error,
if it is not functionally correct. The service composition in Figure 1 will thus be
functionally correct if it ensures that no bad vegan or non-vegan restaurant is
returned (which is not the case). It can be proven that a service composition is
or is not functionally correct, for example, using the approach in [44].

3

Survey on Error Localization

So far, error localization in service compositions has been a sparsely researched
topic and only few approaches are known. In contrast, many localization methods for standard software (especially for imperative program) are known. Unfortunately, while imperative programs and service compositions are syntactically
similar, they diﬀer in their nature. While error location methods for programs
can usually safely assume that the whole program can be executed arbitrarily,
this is not the case for service compositions. At the time of analysis, the services called in the composition are in general not available for execution. The
1
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Figure 2. Criteria for Error Localization Methods and Our Choice

reason is that services are usually not locally available, but oﬀered by external
providers and charged for their usage. Thus, depending on the concrete services,
their repeated execution for testing purposes might either not be given at the
moment of analysis, or be economically infeasible.
Thus, in order to make use of the rich source of error localization methods
for standard software for service composition, we need to investigate how these
methods can be adapted – if at all.
Remark 1. The services and service compositions we discuss cannot be compared to dynamic web services, in the sense of applications written in PHP or
JavaScript involving dynamically generated web pages or client-server-interaction.
Therefore, our setting is very diﬀerent from the setting in [38,45,7,9,8,6] and thus,
these approaches are inapplicable in our setting.
In this section, we first establish a set of criteria to evaluate existing automated error localization methods. Subsequently, we present an overview on
existing error localization methods of both categories when applied to service
compositions as in Definition 1 instead of to software.
3.1

Criteria for Error Localization Approaches

In [47,3], criteria to evaluate error localization methods for software are discussed. We use a subset of these criteria, slightly adapted to the special challenges arising in the context of service compositions.
Number of test cases needed: In model-driven software design, one cannot
execute services at design time. In the best case, few test cases are available
in form of input/output pairs witnessing erroneous behavior, for example
resulting from a previous model checking analysis.
Our first evaluation criteria is thus the number of (faulty /correct) test cases
a technique needs.
Code size reduction: The second criteria we use is code size reduction, i.e.,
the percentage of suspicious statements (in which the fault is potentially
located) returned by the error localization method with respect to all statements.

Another criterion, which is often used is multiple fault recognition, i.e. the
possibility of discovering multiple bugs at once. We do not use it here since service
compositions tend to be relatively small, and verification and error localization
can thus be executed several times to find several bugs. Detection of faults caused
by missing code is not a criterion of primary interest, as the results of existing
approaches in general fail w.r.t. multiple bug detection to be specific enough to
be of use in a setting where the programs to be analyzed consist of only few lines
of code.
3.2

Error Localization Approaches in Service Compositions

In the following, we discuss diﬀerent error localization methods for standard
software. We group approaches, which are similar w.r.t. the number of tests
cases they need to be applicable. If necessary, we further distinguish methods by
their overall approach, for example, whether it relies on statistics or not.
Neither Relying on Test Cases nor on Execution. We start our survey
with static slicing, which also was the first error localization method proposed
in 1981 by Weiser [46]. Slicing in general means to cut out statements, which
cannot influence a certain variable or a certain property. The “influence” is
captured by a number of dependency relations between program statements,
e.g., a statement within a branch of a decision depends on the condition of
the decision. With respect to error localization this means that the number of
statements possibly responsible for the error can be reduced by slicing. Slicing
approaches can mainly be divided into static and dynamic slicing. Whereas the
first can be obtained without executing the program and thus, does also not
rely on any tests, dynamic slicing gathers information during execution. In [52],
it is stated that a static slice definitely contains the bug if it is contained in a
Boolean condition or an assignment. Unfortunately, static slices are the largest
ones among all slices. Nevertheless, static slicing can easily be modified to be
used on service compositions, for example, in [37], static slicing is discussed for
software relying on web services.
Application to Service Compositions. For faulty service compositions, we
compute slices with respect to the intended postcondition. The static slice with
respect to our postcondition PostGVRes of the service composition in Figure 1
contains all lines except the lines 9 to 12 (which are uninteresting anyway). We
see that the gain in this case is close to zero. For finding the error, we still need
to inspect the entire service composition. This is an eﬀect, which occurs very
often in service compositions because data is passed from one service call to the
next, and thus service calls often depend on all prior calls.
□

Relying on One Faulty Input. All of the following error localization methods
need at least one faulty input, i.e., one input, which itself satisfies the precondition, but leads to an output, which does not satisfy the postcondition.

Dynamic Slicing. Dynamic slicing was originally introduced in 1988 in [31]. The
key idea to dynamic slicing is to collect all relevant information directly during
the execution of the program. In the literature, there are mainly three types
of dynamic slices: data, full and relevant slices. They diﬀer in the way they
take dependencies between program statements into account: data slices just
use data dependencies, full slices also control dependencies, and relevant slices
in addition partially include static dependencies, i.e., dependencies on program
paths, which are not included in the current dynamic execution, but might be
if the control-flow is altered. At first, dynamic slicing was considered not useful
for error localization [5,4]. In 2005, an experimental evaluation in [52] showed
that relevant slices are smaller than static slices, but contained all bugs in the
experiments performed on the Siemens test suite [25].
Application to Service Compositions. For service compositions, an abstract
symbolic execution – i.e., an execution, which does not rely on concrete but on
symbolic values for variables – could allow us to use dynamic slicing for error
localization. Important questions to be investigated are then whether dynamic
slices relying on a symbolic execution are smaller than static slices, and whether
all faults are covered. For our example, a symbolic execution would – like for the
static slice – return the whole service composition except the lines 9 to 12. We
conjecture that this will very often be the case due to the tight dependencies
between service calls.
□

Trace Formula Approaches. In this section, we consider all approaches to error
localization, which basically rely on a trace formula. The original idea to use
trace formulas for verification was introduced in [16]. The basic idea therein is
to code executions of a program (or even whole programs) as logical formulas,
employing either propositional or predicate logic. In [44], this basic principle has
been used for the verification of service compositions. We mainly consider the
error localization approach presented in [48], where a trace formula is encoded as
constraint satisfaction problem. In more detail, in [48], a test defining inputs and
expected outputs together with its symbolic execution trace, is transformed into
a constraint satisfaction problem and solved using an existing constraint solver.
The solution to the constraint satisfaction problem allows to easily extract a set
of suspicious statements, which can be returned to the user.
In [28,29], a similar approach using partial MaxSMT to locate errors in programs has been implemented in the tool BugAssist. MaxSMT is the maximal
satisfiability problem, which determines the maximal number of clauses in a logical formula that can be simultaneously made true. MaxSMT instances allow to
tag clauses as hard (definitely needs to be true) or soft (candidate for not making it true). With respect to error localization, this allows us to state where the
error potential is (or definitely not is) by making this a soft (hard) clause. The
test input and the property to be verified (e.g., the postcondition) are encoded
as hard clauses, whereas the trace formula representing the program is encoded
as soft clause. Using partial MaxSMT, a set of clauses is returned, which can

simultaneously be set to true. The complement of this set then serves as set of
suspicious statements.
Application to Service Compositions. Although we cannot rely on concrete
input and outputs for service compositions, it seems worthwhile to investigate
whether the approach can be adapted to work with pre- and postconditions
instead of test cases. A verification technique like [44] could for instance be used
to generate abstract inputs leading to errors. Abstract input means that we do
not have concrete values but just names for values. Given that this is possible,
we could for instance get an abstract input like city for L with the following
properties (also given via freely chosen names2 ):
restaurantsIn(city) = {res}
isVegan(res)
rat = validate(res)
¬isGoodRating(rat)
Given such a “test case”, the trace formula of the given service composition
encoded for MaxSMT may look like this:
L = city
input
∧A = {res} ∧ B0 = ∅
before loop
∧isVegan(res) ∧ y = rat ∧ ¬isGoodRating(rat) ∧ B1 = B0 ∪ {res} loop once
∧∀b ∈ B1 : isVegan(b) ∧ isGoodRating(validate(b))
postcond.
In this example, the underlined clauses are hard clauses, all other clauses are
soft. This formula encodes a path through the service composition when “run”
on the test case plus the desired postcondition at the end. In order to encode
the same trace and the same expected outputs as constraint satisfaction problem
(similar to the approach in [48]), we introduce a predicate ABi per statement i,
which represents whether the statement i is abnormal. Abnormal statements are
candidates for the root cause of the error. For instance, the first statement of
the service compositions is then encoded as
(¬AB 1 ) ⇒ A = {res}.
Inputs, the precondition and the postcondition are encoded as so-called observations. The encoding of the statements as well as the observations are then given
to a constraint solver, which computes valuations for the predicates ABi .
Both the MaxSMT and the constraint satisfaction encoding lead to a candidate root cause at line 7, which is exactly where the fault is located.
□
Another formula-based approach are error invariants [22]. Intuitively, an error
invariant is a formula φ at a statement st such that the program input and the
trace formula constructed from the beginning to st imply φ, and φ and the trace
2

The SMT solver underlying the verification technique in [44] treats all service calls
and types as undefined function symbols, and thus returns just some randomly
chosen identifier for instance of these symbols.

formula from st to the end of the execution does imply false. Inductive error
invariants, i.e. error invariants, which hold for several consecutive statements,
allow to identify irrelevant transitions in error traces. Afterwards, they are used
as an approach similar to [28,29,32] to compute a set of suspicious statements.
Application to Service Compositions. A first idea for using error invariants
for error localization in service compositions is to split abstract symbolic error
traces at every service call, use the precondition of the service as assertion to be
proven to hold after the split, and the postcondition of the service as additional
initial assumption for the next part. This allows to analyze service calls one by
one. Nevertheless, a lot of solver calls are necessary to analyze all parts of a service composition this way, and therefore experimental studies need to examine
the performance of such an approach.
□
An extension of error invariants in order to make fault localization flow sensitive is done in [15]. Flow-sensitive trace formulas are used to compute suspicious
statements with the help of a software model checker and an interpolating theorem prover. In [32], a full flow-sensitive trace formula is published, which is again
analyzed using partial MaxSMT. Clauses of the trace formula, which belong to
the control flow are marked as hard and all others are marked as soft. The push
& pop mechanism of the solver Yices [20] yields an eﬃcient solution, which gives
quite the same code size reduction as BugAssist but is faster. As flow-sensitive
and standard trace formulas are very similar, we think that these approaches
are also applicable to service compositions.

Relying on One Faulty and One Correct Input. Delta debugging [49,51,50]
is a divide-and-conquer algorithm to compute the smallest diﬀerence between a
working and a failing test. In [49], delta debugging is applied to changes introduced between the last correct version of a program and the current faulty
version. Intuitively, the algorithm splits all existing changes (if it is not only
one) into two non-empty subsets and tests, which changes lead to a successful
and which changes to an unsuccessful run of the program. Subsequently, the
algorithm recursively computes the faulty change in the set of changes that lead
to the error. In [51], a very similar strategy is applied to turn test cases into
minimal ones, in [50], the delta debugging approach is applied to program states
in order to compute the minimal diﬀerence between a working and a failing
program. Since we typically do not have diﬀerent correct and faulty variants of
a service composition available, this technique seems less applicable to service
compositions.

Relying on Several Faulty Inputs. In [30], all faulty inputs and the respective execution traces are encoded into an instance of SAT. The results are used
to compute new right-hand sides to assignments in order to correct the program.
In service compositions, the right-hand side of assignments are usually service
calls, which cannot be modified, just completely replaced. In addition, the meth-

ods perform better if there are several faulty inputs, which we typically cannot
provide in our setting.
Relying on Several Faulty and Correct Inputs. In this section, we discuss
existing error localization approaches, which use several faulty ad several correct
tests in order to generate a set of suspicious statements. For a detailed overview
on these error localization methods, we refer the interested reader to [3].
Spectrum-Based and Statistical Methods. Tarantula [27,26] is a spectrum-based
error localization method, which computes the suspiciousness of a statement by
comparing the number of successful and failing test cases, in which the statement has been executed. Diﬀerent methods to compute the suspiciousness of
a statement, for example, using the Jaccard or Ochiai distance are discussed
in [1,2]. Statistical methods such as [33,34,35,36,14,19] also rely on successful
and failing test cases, but compute the suspiciousness with statistical methods.
For example, Pinpoint [14] uses data mining methods to correlate successes and
faults to determine the most likely faulty component. As we neither have tests
nor the implementation of services and thus, cannot rely on multiple faulty and
correct test inputs, we do not consider those error localization methods as easily
applicable to service compositions.
Set-based Methods. Two very simple and common techniques to error localization are introduced in [41] and compared to more eﬀective methods like the cause
transition approach in [17] and the Tarantula approach [27,26] in [52]. The setunion technique computes a set of suspicious statements by removing all statements, which are executed by all passing tests, from the set of statements, which
are contained in at least one failed test case. In contrast, the set-intersection
technique computes a set of suspicious statements by removing all statements,
which are executed in a single failing test case, from all statements, which are
executed by every passed test case. As their eﬀectiveness is already very limited
on programs, we do not expect them to perform well in service compositions,
especially as we do not have successful test cases at hand.
Relying on Model Checking. In [10], correct traces produced by a model
checker are used to localize the error in existing error traces, more specifically,
to report one single error trace per error, and to generate multiple error traces
for multiple faults. The core of their method is to find transitions in error traces,
which do not occur in any correct execution. With respect to service compositions, it could be worthwhile to examine whether there exists services, which do
not occur in a correct execution and then, to add the respective service to the
set of suspicious ones.
In [24], a SAT-based approach relying on CBMC [16] to minimize counterexamples of model checkers is published. In [23], the diﬀerence (in terms of
statements) between a correct and a wrong execution is computed and returned
to the user as set of suspicious statements. The approach in [23] only relies
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on a counterexample and then generates program inputs, which do not violate
the specification. Again, we consider it worthwhile to investigate, whether the
approach can be adapted to work with service compositions.
Remark 2. In general, one distinguishes between control - and data-flow errors. A
control flow error, is an error, which can be corrected by changing the predicate
of a branch or a loop.
As the control-flow of models of service compositions and of standard software do not widely diﬀer and as our example shows, applying standard error
localization methods to find control-flow errors in service compositions seems
promising.
A data-flow error is an incorrect variable state, which occurs during execution
and is caused by wrong assignments. In service compositions, variables are only
used to pass data from one service call to another service call. Therefore, the
root cause of the data-flow error is likely the service call prior to the failing
call. We thus think that the correction of data-flow errors is more promising to
investigate than simply finding data-flow errors.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown that error localization methods for standard software do not carry over to service compositions easily. Especially, the unavailability or at least the lack of test cases as well as the impossibility to execute service
compositions at will, render most error localization methods inapplicable.

Figure 3 summarizes our findings. It seems that, in general, approaches in the
second category (cf. Section 1) are easier to adapt to the setting of models of service compositions than approaches in the first category. The MaxSMT approach,
the fully flow-sensitive trace formula approach and the constraint satisfaction
approach are adaptable to the service setting by enhancing the respective trace
formula by additional predicates, which stem from the pre- and postcondition
of the single services as well as the overall service composition. Thus, the application of trace formula approaches seems worthwhile to investigate as similar
encodings of traces are already in use for verification of service compositions.
As service compositions tend to be small, we do not think that the application
of error invariants drastically improves the performance of error localization although the method is applicable in general. Dynamic slicing as in [52] gathers
information during the execution of programs. As we cannot execute services,
but statically compute traces, we suspect dynamic slicing to perform as good as
static slicing in our context.
We believe that error localization in service compositions might not only
support developers in debugging, but might also be useful to speed up automatic
configuration approaches for service compositions. Service compositions tend to
be simple. Thus, a systematic approach supporting developers might not be
necessary, but when it comes to automatic configuration of service compositions,
finding errors will help to only reconfigure erroneous parts and not the overall
service composition.
As future work, we plan to examine the proposed modifications to the existing software error localization methods and practically evaluate their eﬀectiveness. Most promising seems to be the use of logical formula-based approaches
combined with symbolic executions since the interfaces to services are already
given as logical formulas (pre- and postconditions), and the structural aspects
of service compositions can easily be encoded by logic.
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